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Welcome

Since 1988 Inspire has been providing support to local people – of all ages – with 
learning disabilities and additional support needs, including autism, across the 
North-east of Scotland.

A registered charity, we now operate 45 different services in locations ranging from Aberdeen, 
Elgin, Inverurie and Stonehaven to Banchory, Peterhead, Forfar and Huntly, providing support to 
more than 340 people.

Our vision is to empower people’s life choices. This is achieved through a wide range of services 
including residential and supported accommodation projects, support to people living in their 
communities, education and training for employment initiatives, respite and emergency respite 
care and innovative day services and added value activities including well-attended Supper Clubs 
and Activity Sessions.

2019 was another significant year for Inspire as we concluded our 30th anniversary celebrations, 
and you can read about this, and indeed everything the organisation has achieved over the past 
twelve months, in this review.

We hope you enjoy looking back over the year and seeing the journey that we as an organisation 
and, most importantly, the people we support, have been on throughout 2019.
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At the end of my 4th and penultimate year as Chair I’m delighted to report that in 2019, our 30th anniversary year, we once again 
made significant progress on the annually updated Inspire 5-year Strategic Plan. This has the overarching objective of achieving 
the ongoing sustainability of the organisation to ensure that going forward we can continue to empower the people we support’s 
life choices. A range of indicators and associated measures and targets are used by the Board to gauge progress aganst the five 
inter-related critical success factors. So let’s look at each of these in turn and some of the key areas of progress made this year:

1. Recognised as a Provider of Choice – by all our stakeholders and most importantly, families

 -  engaged significantly with our key stakeholders to retain Inspire’s reputation and grow the business
 -  working with commissioners to understand their strategic direction to align our priorities
 -  taken solutions to the Health & Social Care Partnerships around technology, housing and service models
 -  continued a particularly helpful and insightful journey of family engagement – however, there is still a lot
 more to do 

2. Recognised as an Employer of Choice – leading to greatly improved staff retention

 -  have a Board of Trustees that operate at a strategic level whilst supporting with subject matter expertise
 -  a committee structure that links the Leadership Team and Board providing strong governance
 -  a committed and dedicated CEO, Leadership Team and Senior Management Team
 -  rewarded staff above and beyond the Scottish Living Wage with a staff training compliance of 96%

3. Added Value through our Inspire offer – events, fundraising, sponsorship, and Positive People

 -  an award winning Development Team delivering a wide range of activities to the people we support
 -  significant contribution through community work, links with schools, college and universities
 -  raised Inspire profile and Learning Disability awareness by coaching, training and Corporate Sponsors
 -  completed our rebranding with a new website and marketing materials

4. Financially Sustainable – particularly cash flow, reserves and growth opportunities

 -  refocused our business model away from the hospitality sector to focus 100% on our core business
 -  entered into excellent partnership arrangements which have led to revenue generation
 -  instituted better financial information to allow informed decisions and excellent cash management
 -  increased our assets with the purchase of Hollybank a supported living service in Inverurie

5. Do-able jobs for all – fit for purpose systems, effective working practices and communication

 -  through engagement with operational managers made significant changes to staff roles 
 -  key change is to play to individual strengths as implemented through a working group
 -  continue to monitor ‘best practice’ as recognise still a lot to do to improve productivity and staff retention
 -  disappointingly our systems will need to be rethought as our provider is no longer supporting existing HR software

Often as a Nation we don’t recognise success enough so I’m delighted to note from above just what has been achieved in 
the last 30 months by Linda Gray our CEO and her Leadership Team of George McCulloch (Director of Operations) and Sharon 
Catchpole (Director of People), Lynne Robertson (Director of Corporate Services) and their respective teams. 

The environment we operate in continues to be challenging with ongoing sector funding constraints and now the organisation 
faces a raft of changes to the way in which the Partnerships commission work. The tactic of sitting on appropriate boards 
and work groups is certainly paying off and giving us better insight. The main business challenges for the coming year 
include successfully retendering the framework agreements in Aberdeen City and Shire and knowing the commissioning 
intentions in other areas of operation. All this will be made increasingly difficult due to our relatively high cost base due to 
the comparatively small size of our organisation. In addition, we have system and organisational challenges and a need to 
identify new succession plans for both our Board and Senior Management team.

Finally, as ever it’s the vital job done day in day out with the people we support that I most wish to recognise: the myriad 
of staff, volunteers, our CEO and Leadership Team and their teams who make up the workforce of the organisation. Also, 
thanks to the many sponsors and fundraisers who help us provide many of Inspire’s life choices.  

I and my fellow directors wholeheartedly appreciate your level of commitment - thanks to you all.

Allan Dick
Inspire Chairman

The big opportunity for Inspire is to turn our challenges into positive outcomes and reshape our organisation to be 
fit for the future. Linda and her team will do this by continuing to work with our Partners to ensure our reputation 
and quality is at the heart of everything Inspire does for the people we support and of course our staff.  
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2019 has been an incredible year for Inspire as we embraced our 30th anniversary. I remain hugely proud to hold the role 
of CEO and play my part in ensuring that the organisation can make a difference to the lives of the people we support.

We had success in many ways in 2019, so thanks to the Board of Trustees for their volunteering, and to the Leadership 
Team and every staff member for all their contributions. Without its dedicated staff, Inspire would not be the organisation 
we are so proud of today.

Engagement with all our stakeholders this year has been a key priority in ensuring that we are aligned to our Health and 
Social Care Partnership priorities. This is so we can influence and contribute to the transformation of Social Care and be 
innovators in our specific areas. In August 2019, we brought together a group of key people in senior positions across our 
commissioning areas, housing partners (both private and social landlords) to look at solutions for housing in the future. In 
a changing sector where solution-focussed approaches embed the collaborative work we do, this was a great event which 
further helped our collaboration within the city whilst looking at future ideas as well.
   
We continued our family engagement events in 2019, which were a great opportunity for the families of the people we 
support to hear what is going on in the organisation and to give some feedback in a social environment.  Families are so 
important to Inspire and we will continue to improve family engagement in the coming year. 

A fabulous new service called Hollybank was opened in Inverurie this year. Hollybank is a supported living service providing 
support to four ladies. This has been a great joint project with Aberdeenshire Health and Socail Care Partnership and we 
thank them for the opportunity.  Within the transformation of care agenda this is being run as a “test of change”, and is 
making huge progress towards best practice with reference to how things might be scaled up across Inspire on this basis.  

The highlight of 2019 has certainly got to be our 30th anniversary celebrations.  These events spanned widely across the 
organisation with every staff member and person supported given the opportunity to join in the celebrations. The festivities 
started in October 2018 with an opening session attended by the Lord Provost of Aberdeen (and many of our partners) and 
was closed out in September 2019 with a large picnic for the people we support at the Pittodrie House Hotel. I was really 
fortunate to be able to attend lots of the service celebrations during the year from barbeques to beach parties and house 
parties to ceilidhs – it was great to see everyone celebrating.

January 2019 saw Inspire host its first ever pantomime. Joint working with North East Scotland College produced an event 
which transformed the lives of the people we support who took part. I am also hugely proud that as part of the Celebrate 
Aberdeen Awards, this event won the award ‘Event of the Year’. Another award won that night was the ‘Team of the Year’ 
award by the Development Team.  The Development Team work so hard putting on events for the people we support and I’m 
really happy that these are now distributed more widely across the geographical spread of the organisation - providing social 
inclusion in a great setting.

The sector does not come without its challenges and Inspire certainly had plenty to overcome in 2019.  Recruitment and 
retention is a huge sector-wide challenge. Inspire retention sits higher than sector average and we believe that this is due 
to the way we treat and train our staff and also ensure that we do all we can to make staff feel valued. Funding reductions, 
flat cash funding, eligibility criteria are all things providers like Inspire have to deal with but working in collaboration and 
cooperation is the key to success.  

I sit on the Steering group in Aberdeenshire Council who are looking at changing the way social care is delivered in line with 
demand. Inspire are taking a lead role in the development of a training passport in the sector and also sit on many similar 
groups. This allows the voice of Inspire to be heard but also to support where necessary.
2020 is looking to be a very exciting year. We will continue to work with our partners to look at solutions to the challenges of 
the sector and empower the people we support to have the best lives that they can have. Adding value to their lives through 
our Development Team is something that we are very proud of and we will continue to extend our geographical reach in the 
coming year.

In closing, I would like to thank all of our commissioners, corporate sponsors, board, staff and volunteers, families, staff, and 
the people we support for making Inspire such a great organisation.

Linda Gray
Inspire CEO
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CEO’s Statement

Inspire continue to respond to our commissioners’ needs - supporting new individuals and 
our Inspire…By service in Stonehaven is excelling by linking up with the community and 
providing opportunities for people with learning disabilities.
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Inspire started life as Partnership Housing on October 3rd 1988 
and to mark the organisation’s 30th anniversary we commenced 
a year’s worth of celebrations over the latter part of 2018 and 
throughout 2019.

Funding was earmarked for every service to mark the occasion in 
the way they wished with celebrations ranging from afternoon teas 
and trips to the theatre, to 80’s themed discos and summer BBQs.

The twelve months of celebration was completed with a fantastic 
Sunday afternoon at Pittodrie House Hotel, near Inverurie, where 
the people we support and staff enjoyed a lovely picnic, music and 
games and a treasure hunt in the grounds of the hotel.

99

30th Year Celebrations

Inspire Big Friendly BenchInspire Big Friendly Bench



06Kiltwalk 2019Kiltwalk 2019
The number of walkers representing Inspire in 
the 2019 Kiltwalk was phenomenal, with double 
the amount of that in 2018. 

The day started off a bit dreich for those taking on the 
26 mile, Mighty Stride, but by the time the 5 mile, Wee 
Wander, set off the sun had made an appearance. The day 
was filled with laughter, music and many a story shared.

Business Development Update

The local Health and Social Care Partnerships (H&SCPs) are at various stages in the process of working to 
assess the extent and detail of the needs of people with learning disabilities in their areas. These plans 
will inform how we can most effectively respond to local need and our potential future growth. We are well 
placed to respond to local need and would hope to be able to both create and respond to opportunities for 
development growth.

Our new service at Hollybank, Inverurie was a great example in 2019 of working with Aberdeenshire H&SCP 
to create a positive solution for local need. Inspire acquired this property and managed the refurbishment 
to a high standard. The ladies who live there are now well settled and enjoying life in their new home.

Our Community Living Project (CLP) continued to experience growth in 2019. The flexible, responsive and 
person centred nature of the model, works well for people we support and commissioners. Of particular 
note, is our new work supporting individuals to attend College in Aberdeen.

We rebranded our Soaps service in Inverurie – to become part of the Inspire… By family.  This reflects the 
evolution of the service from one that focussed on making soap, to the service that exists today, with a far 
broader collection of activities that individuals can get involved in. The service also experienced positive 
growth this year.
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“Two services that opened in 2018 - Angus CLP and 
Inspire By Stonehaven – continue to develop well 
by building up services to individuals.”

The opening BBQ of our Hollybank service in Inverurie

After the success stories of Bobby and Craig completing 
the Mighty Stride in 2018 even more People We Support 
decided to take part in 2019 with over 20 People We 
Support and Staff taking on the challenge. It is always 
nice to see the People We Support inspired by each 
other’s achievements. The Wee Wander was tackled by 
a variety of people, with wheelchair and walker users 
being able to complete the challenge and get their 
medal too.1010



Care Inspectorate Grades12

Throughout 2019 a number of our services were visited by the Care Inspectorate and we 
were pleased with the Grades and Reports received across the board.

During the year our services began to experience Inspections based on the Scottish Government’s 
new Health and Social Care Standards published in 2017, which came into effect in April 2018.

Under these standards there is a stronger emphasis on people’s experience and outcomes, with 
Inspectors aiming to spend as much time as possible speaking with people experiencing care and 
support, and observing practice. In addition, a new quality framework was published and Care 
Inspectorate reports now have a different look.

Instead of four Quality Themes the new inspections now cover five Key Questions with each 
underpinned by Quality Indicators, with the grade for a Key Question determined by the lowest 
grade given to a quality indicator in that category.

Nevertheless, our current Care Inspectorate grades (as at December 2019) continue to reflect an 
excellent level of support to people with all nine services inspected to the new standards graded 
at 4/Good or above for ‘How well do we support people’s well-being’ and ‘How well is our care and 
support planned’.

“Staff engaged with people with warmth, care and love. We could 
see that trusting friendships had formed.”

The past twelve months has seen Inspire’s work recognised by a number of external bodies with 
the organisation fortunate to pick up some significant awards in 2019.

We enjoyed a fantastic night at the Celebrate Aberdeen Awards, held at the recently opened The 
Event Complex Aberdeen (TECA) with the Happily Never After Pantomime winning the Event of the 
Year category and the Development Team picking up the award in the Team of the Year category.

Our People Team Administrator, Juliette McCheyne-Robb, also picked up the Blossoming Cherry 
Award, sponsored by Robert Gordon University for an up-and-coming talent in the field of HR, at the 
annual CHerRies awards.

We were also delighted to receive our Volunteer Friendly Award in June in recognition of all the work 
that we do to support our volunteers - both regular and ad-hoc - across the organisation.

“Care had been taken to ensure the house was comfortable and homely. This meant that 
people lived in a domestic style house that had no clinical feel. We spent time with all three 
people who lived there and found they were relaxed and comfortable in their home.”

Selection of quotes from Care Inspectorate reports on Inspire services in 2019
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Award-winning Support

“The supported people and staff knew each other well and had 
formed positive relationships leading to interactions appearing 
relaxed and respectful.”



Barry’s StoryBarry’s Story
Positive People Improvement Council

At Inspire, we believe that the people we support should be at the heart of all that 
we do. This influences the way that we approach our work, both with individuals 
and how we operate as an organisation.

We also recognise the need for people that we support to influence the way that we 
operate as an organisation. Our self-advocacy, ‘Speaking Up’ group, The Positive People 
Improvement Council (PPIC), meets regularly to discuss issues that matter to them which 
they then feedback to our Board.

Over the past 12 months the PPIC has continued to meet on a monthly basis with a number 
of notable achievements, both collectively as a group and as individuals.

One priority for the group was creating the 2019 survey for the People we Support, which 
was based on the principles of the National Involvement Network’s Charter for Involvement, 
which Inspire signed-up to in 2018. The results of the questionnaire has allowed Inspire to 
establish a current picture of how well we are doing as an organisation in terms of achieving 
the aims of each of the Charter statements.

The PPIC has reviewed the questionnaire results and chosen three priority areas to work 
on - increasing the group’s profile; being more involved in training and recruitment; and 
ensuring easy read versions of policies and procedures are accessible to all. This focus will 
form the core of the group’s work over the next year with work carried out in conjunction with 
operational colleagues.

Individually, one PPIC group member continues to attend the monthly Partners in 
Policymaking course in Stirling, run by In Control Scotland, and another has been selected 
to be a part of the Scottish Commission for Learning Disability’s Keys to Life Expert Group.
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Always on the go, Barry loves to get out into the local area, 
going to the shops, attending the gym or watching his 
favourite football team play. With Barry, there is never a dull 
moment!

Barry loves to stay active, and is regularly supported to attend 
the Warehouse Gym. He loves to work on all the different 
exercise machines and improve his fitness so he can get 
stronger. He attends the gym weekly, working on cycling, 
rowing and swimming in the gym’s pool.

Barry has been supported by Inspire for many years and 
has played an important role within the organisation. He 
previously helped out with the café in the Inspire building and 
in June completed the 26.2 Kiltwalk to raise funds for us.

He is also very active within his local community, Barry can 
always be spotted out in the city; he loves to go shopping 
and enjoys a drink down at his favourite pub! He also loves to 
get out and about on holiday throughout the year, with Barry 
particularly liking visits and trips to the Scottish Highlands.

As a big supporter of his local team, Aberdeen FC, he enjoys 
watching The Dons play and cheers them on whenever he can, 
with football and fitness being two of his biggest passions.
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Many of the people Inspire supports share a keen interest in theatre, music and drama, are members of 
local creative groups and love nothing more at Christmas time than a trip to the Pantomime.

With Inspire celebrating its 30th anniversary year over the past twelve months, putting on our first ever 
pantomime seemed like a great way to mark the occasion whilst meeting the creative needs of the 
people we support.

A small, dedicated, pantomime group was formed and “Happily Never After – where the villains take 
centre stage!” – was the result - a pantomime performed by a number of people supported by Inspire 
and staff members.

The hour-long performance featured a number of carefully choreographed dance routines, bright 
costumes and make-up and plenty of comedy (some of it even planned!)

Steering clear of the traditional pantomime season over Christmas and New Year the event took place on 
January 25th & 26th 2019 in the Basement Theatre at North-east Scotland College (NESCOL) with both 
performances – a Friday Night show and a Saturday matinee – selling out to an audience of more than 
200 across the weekend.

1717

Inspire Pantomime 2019



568  

Employees (including 
relief staff)

340  

people we support 
to empower their life 

choices

12  

Positive People Improvement 
Council Meetings took place

200
people who came to watch 
our first ever pantomime

4,693  

followers across our 
Facebook, Twitter and 

LinkedIn pages

4
Inspire won four sector 

awards

364
attendees at our Annual 

Sparkles Ball

3
Inspire...By services 

now running in 
Huntly, Inverurie and 

Stonehaven

7
Modern Apprentices 

who commenced their 
apprenticeships in 2019

19
Aberdeen FC home 

games watched by the 
people we support 

thanks to the ‘Aberdeen 
for All’ scheme
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18 Project SEARCH Year in Numbers
45

people walked the 
2019 Kiltwalk in aid of 

Inspire

Project SEARCH class of 2019 and their tutors on graduation day

The University Principal, George 
Boyne, delivers an opening speech 

DFN Project SEARCH is a one year Internship programme supporting young 
people with additional learning needs to gain skills and experience to move on to 
employment.

The programme is hosted at the University of Aberdeen and is delivered in 
partnership with Inspire, North East Scotland College, Skills Development 
Scotland and both Aberdeenshire and Aberdeen City Councils.  

Pictured above is the class of 2019 at their graduation ceremony. Of the 11 interns 
to graduate, 9 achieved paid work and are the remaining 2 are still receiving 
support to move into work.  A number of the interns achieved other personal goals 
during their time on the programme too.  

Our 2019/2020 cohort started in September and we look forward to reporting on 
their progress over the coming academic year.

For more info on Project SEARCH please visit www.inspireptl.org.uk/services/
training-for-employability or see our Facebook page.

Attendees are piped in to the 
ceremony in the sunshine

Graduates and guests mingle pre-
ceremony

24
Supper Clubs enjoyed in 

Aberdeen, Huntly and Elgin



20 Fundraising Volunteering and Befriending
Our volunteering and befriending programme continued to grow throughout 2019 with many of the people 
we support benefitting directly from the volunteer hours donated to the organisation.

Our monthly Aberdeen Supper Clubs ran smoothly - thanks in part to the regular support of volunteers from 
Lockton - while the annual BP Sports Day at the Beach Leisure Centre, organised by a group of BP interns 
was once again a huge success with more than 30 people we support enjoying an afternoon of fun and 
games.

It was also heartening to receive our Volunteer Friendly Award in June in recognition of all the work that we 
do to support our volunteers. Local MSP Kevin Stewart visited us at our Beach Boulevard HQ to present the 
award along with representatives from ACVO (Aberdeen Council of Voluntary Organisations).

Throughout 2019 we have been fortunate to receive fundraising support from many Throughout 2019 we have been fortunate to receive fundraising support from many 
different organisations and individuals. This has allowed us to continue to develop different organisations and individuals. This has allowed us to continue to develop 
our ‘Added Value’ opportunities for the people we support across the North-east of our ‘Added Value’ opportunities for the people we support across the North-east of 
Scotland.Scotland.

Over the past year, individuals have run, walked - including over burning embers in our Over the past year, individuals have run, walked - including over burning embers in our 
ninth annual Firewalk - swam, climbed and cycled in aid of our work.ninth annual Firewalk - swam, climbed and cycled in aid of our work.

Funding was also donated in 2019 by, amongst others, Aberdeen University Student Funding was also donated in 2019 by, amongst others, Aberdeen University Student 
Association (AUSA), BP North Sea, TAQA, Apache North Sea, CNOOC, Aberdeen Association (AUSA), BP North Sea, TAQA, Apache North Sea, CNOOC, Aberdeen 
University Dance Society, St. James’s Place Foundation, Inverurie Academy Charity University Dance Society, St. James’s Place Foundation, Inverurie Academy Charity 
Committee and the Martin Connell Charitable Trust.Committee and the Martin Connell Charitable Trust.

As ever, we appreciate that there are so many deserving causes out there, and that As ever, we appreciate that there are so many deserving causes out there, and that 
these continue to be challenging times financially for many people.these continue to be challenging times financially for many people.
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22 2019 Events

2323

Inspire’s Development Team has continued to organise and deliver a full programme of events for the 
people we support over the last year including a very popular Beach Party at Balmedie Beach, visits to 
Jump-In Trampoline Centre, Foot Golf at Hazlehead Park, the new P&J Live Arena at TECA, a tour of Brew 
Toon Brewery, in Peterhead, and a Virtual Reality session which offered new experiences to the people 
we support.

Our monthly Supper Clubs in 
Aberdeen regularly attracted more 
than 50 attendees while we were 
also able to establish Supper Clubs 
in Huntly and Elgin.



People Update

Financials and Important Statistics

A full copy of the latest audited 
accounts for the year are available 

on request

Financials Health and Safety
Reports :The Reporting of Injuries, Reports :The Reporting of Injuries, 
Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences 
Regulations 1995  (as amended) and Regulations 1995  (as amended) and 
the Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and the Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and 
Dangerous Occurrences Regulations Dangerous Occurrences Regulations 
20132013

20192019 20182018 20172017

Number of major injuries 1 0 1
Major injuries incident rate

   No of major injuries   
   No of persons employed

Number of major injuries per 1000 
persons employed

1.72 0 1.63

Number of over 7 day injuries  (this 
became reportable under RIDDOR  from 
6 April 2012)

0 1 3

Over 7 day injuries incident rate

   No of over 7 day injuries      
   No of persons employed

Number of over 7 day injuries per 1000 
persons employed

0 2 4.88

Number of over 3 day injuries  (this 
ceased being reportable under RIDDOR 
from 6 April 2012, but local recording is 
still required)

1 2 4

Over 3 day injuries incident rate

   No of over 3 day injuries  
   No of persons employed

Number of over 3 day injuries per 1000 
persons employed

1.72 4 6.5
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Learning and Development Update

Total IncomeTotal Income

Income from charitable activities: 11.886m
Other: 0.592m

x1000

x1000

x1000

Recruitment challenges were a particular feature this year compared to the previous year, with a noticeable drop in candidate 
levels, despite a lot of effort to improve Inspire’s terms and conditions to increase attraction over our competitors.

Retention strategy is constantly being reviewed and updated in line with the changing needs of our workforce. We have worked 
tirelessly on improved data collection and reporting to enable informed decisions to be made around people initiatives.

Inspire’s staff turnover for the year averaged 19% which is 1% above the Scotland wide sector average for the year at 18%. There 
is a resourcing project underway to look again at staffing challenges and ways we can overcome them, to ensure we recruit the 
best people, who stay because they feel valued and motivated in the great work that they do.

We saw the implementation of hourly rates for sleepovers which is good news for our frontline staff teams, although we had to 
caveat that this may not be long lived, due to the push by Scottish government for greater use of technology, collaboration and 
more for less approaches aimed at social care providers. 

All our line managers have been through a development programme, designed to help them deal with day to day challenges, 
including building confidence in skills for effective people management. This was very well received.

Our first year as a Modern Apprentice provider was successful enabling us to increase our bid for higher numbers into 2020.
The People Team were finalists in three categories at the cHeRries Awards, Terrific team of the Year, Outstanding HR Director and 
the Blossoming Cherry. We were delighted that Juliette McCheyne Robb, HR Co-Ordinator, won the Blossoming Cherry award for 
her work around training compliance.

11.886m

0.592m

2019 proved to be a productive and successful year for Learning and Development 
within Inspire.

• Seven Modern Apprentices commenced their training in 2019. This is the first 
year we have been an approved MA Training Provider.  

• Our staff population have remained fully trained, with new starts benefitting 
from receiving practical training and e-learning before or shortly after starting.

• Inspire were awarded funding from the Voluntary Sector Development Fund, 
SAAS and the Flexible Workforce Development Fund which has enabled us to 
put staff through vocational qualifications and provide developmental training, 
including training staff to be Mental Health First Aiders.

• 50 more staff have commenced studying towards SVQ qualification, fully funded 
and supported by Inspire.
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Thank you for readingThank you for reading :) :)



If you would like further information about the work of Inspire, please get in touch using the details below.

Inspire (Partnership Through Life) Ltd (trading as ‘Inspire’) is registered in Scotland as a company limited by guarantee and having 
charitable status. Registered Scottish Charity No. SC000038 | Company Registration No. 113676

T: 01224 280005
E: info@inspiremail.org.uk

@inspireptl

@inspireptl

Inspire 
Beach Boulevard
Aberdeen
AB24 5HP

www.inspireptl.org.uk


